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A Remark on my Paper "A Unique Continuation
Theorem of a Parabolic Differential Equation"

By Taira SHIROTA
Osaka University

(Comm. by K. KUNUGI, M.J.A., March 12, 1960)

1. Introduction. It is well known that real solutions of second
order elliptic equations with real coefficients have the property that if
the difference of two vanishes sufficiently fast at a point then they
are identical in their common range of definition. The question naturally
arises what kind of extensions of the unique continuation theorem
mentioned above are valid for solutions of parabolic differential equa-
tions?

In the present note, we give a simple proof of the theorem) in
my paper) in which I asserted a partial answer of the problem.

2. Let G be a convex domain of the Euclidean n+l space

Rt, : {-- oo < t< 4- , <x< (i 1, 2,..., n)}, containing a curve
C: {(t, x(t)) t [a, b}, where x(t)C[a, b.

Consider real solutions u of an inequality of the following kind:

Here (a(t,)) denote a positive definite, symmetric matrix of real
valued functions a(t, )eC(G),’ and M a constant.

The theorem in my previous paper is the following.

Theorem.’ If u is a solution of (2.1) in She domain G and if
for any

(2.2) lim.0 i,-,c,=max {u(t,x)l :u(t,)leu ),.3x.3x..(t,x) ]x-x(t)] -0,

then u anishes identically in the horizontal component G
a,b}.

In the following we shall sketch the direct proof of the theorem
using notations stated in my paper without repeating definitions of
them.

1) See below 2.
2) T. Shirota: A unique continuation theorem of a parabolic differential equation,

Proc. Japan Acad., 35, 455-460 (1959).
3) This restriction of the coefficients may be weakened. For instance, we may

remove the restriction with respect to ai]Itt.
4) More precisely, in my previous laper we assume that xi(t) e C2[a, b] and in (2.2)

the term with respect to ut was inserted, but the refinements of these assumptions in
the theorem will be of no essential matter.
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3.
and that

To prove the theorem we may assume that C-E-, 1+ {0}

(3.1)

where ((,)) is positive definite and -dC(t,x) (OrR), q(t,x) (:>a0)
C(t, x), b(t, x)e C(t, x), the coefficients of Ne C(t, r, ) and the deriva-

tives of the coefficients of N with respect to teC()(0< r<:R).
Furthermore we may assume that for n>l.

(3.2) Nw wdO-fNw .wdO,

for any w, w. and weC(xl lxl=l), for any tE-, l+J and for any
r(O,R.

Moreover we suppose that u satisfies the conditions (2.1) and (2.2)
with x(t)=0 for t[--s, l+s. Let Do,o(roR) be the domain
[(t, x) O< t< l and Ixl<roAKtAKT(1--t)}. Moreover let p(r) and (t)
be the smooth functions such that

p(r)-- 1 for

and such that

r’O_<_r 3

4for r’r>__--
--5

for any r,

9(t)--Kt for t Ot<:_Koro--e
=ro for t’Koro+s<_t<__l--Koro--e
=l--/’lt for t" 1--Koro+S<__t<__l, and

Then v=ur(t, x)=u.p(r.9(t)-)R where R is the class of functions v

such that v e C(x) C(t) in Do, o with the carrier contained in D0,o
and such that v satisfies the following condition:

(3.4) lim max {Iv(t,x)l, Iv=,(t,x)l, Iv=,=(t,x)l, Iv,(t,x)i}r-"-o.
r-o Il=r

tEo,1]

Our proof of theorem follows immediately from he following
lemma?

Let (t) be the smooth function such that

(t)--t for t" 0 t__< 1__
5

5) See 2).
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--1 for .2__3
4--1-- for t’-tl.

Then for sufficiently small ro and sufficiently large Ko with roKo-,
there are constants ao and K such that for any aao and for any

fff drdO dt

’KlaSf.ff(v)r-(t)3 drdO dt

ff
(3.6) ,

f.f ( v ,v,[)r’-"-O(t) dxdt.

The inequality (3.3) follows from (3.2) by the Cordes’ method and the
inequality (3.2) is derived from (3.2), (3.3) and the following inequali-
ties"

fff drdO dt

.fff{2arz. L*z--arz +(L**z) +2L*zL**z}r-(t) drdO dt,

where z=vr-", L*z=a(a+n--2)z+Nz+rzl,
L*’*Z= (2a +n--!)rz.--qrz,t,

lrq,/P ](--o V rO)k for (t,x)Do,

and

fffqrz .. P(t)"drdOdtNz

<=k rofff (t)’ drdOdt--(k+k. k.(K Y to)a)

fffz. Nz drdOdt,(t)
where k is a positive constant depending only on )lt, k. a positive
constant depending only on the derivatives of a(t,x) of order 2 with
respect to x and of order 1 with respect to t and k a positive constant
depending on the derivatives of a of order 2 with respect to x and t.

6) Li Der-Yuan: Uniqueness of Cauchy’s problem for a parabolic type of equation,
Doklady Akad. Nauk, 129, 979-982 (1959).


